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Abstract—In MANETs, data routing is a critical issue due to frequent network’s topological changes and the unbalanced load 
distribution among nodes. The hybrid MultiPath Optimized Link State Routing protocol version two (MP-OLSRv2), 
which is the most recent and popular protocol proposed in this area, and is represented an effective solution to such issues by 
providing multiple paths between source-destination pairs. However, MP-OLSRv2 does not consider any parameters related to 
energy consumption neither in Multi-Point Relay (MPR) selection nor multiple routes computation. Hence, nodes failures due to 
fast battery depletion restrict their ability to relay packets and degrade the Quality of Service (QoS). In this paper, we 
propose a new Energy and Mobility-Aware Muti-Point Relay (EMA-MPR) selection mechanism and extend the conventional MP-
OLSRv2 protocol to increase route stability, prolong nodes lifetime and improve the QoS. The performance of the proposed 
mechanism has been evaluated and compared with the conventional protocol under various simulation scenarios using EXata 
Simulator. The results prove that the protocol with the proposed EMA-MPR mechanism outperformed MP-OLSRv2 under 
various scenarios. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
The emergence of Smart City and Internet of Things (IoT)
concept will enable people with smart devices to be connected 
at “anytime, anywhere” using multi-hop wireless networks. 
Devices and networks in the IoT environment follow the 
architecture of traditional wireless ad hoc networks [1]. These 
wireless networks are key technologies and will play a crucial 
role in the IoT to provide several applications and services to 
the users in various fields such as MANETs, WSNs, 
VANETs, and WMNs [2]. They are self-organized and multi-
hop networks, with static and/or mobile nodes which spread 
over a distinct area. These nodes can communicated with each 
other via wireless interface either directly or indirectly via 
intermediate nodes using routing protocols [3]. These nodes 
are demanding as a group, a huge amount of energy resources. 
In spite of the great flexibility offered by these non-direct 
wireless communications, there are still many challenges 
which are related to the Quality of Service (QoS) and energy
constraints. Among these challenges, the most difficult
problem to determine and maintain an appropriate and reliable
case of main route failure. 
The conventional hybrid MP-OLSRv2 has been proposed 
in [5, 6], is the most recent multipath routing protocol and its
standardization process by IETF is currently in progress. It is 
proposed to select reliable multiple routes for high traffic load 
distribution. However, by studying MP-OLSRv2 
functionalities and analyzing its performance, the MP-
OLSRv2 does not consider any parameters related to energy
consumption neither in Multi-Point Relay (MPR) selection 
nor multiple routes computation [7]. Thus, the MP-OLSRv2 
is not energy-efficient enough under various MANET 
scenarios.
Preliminary results have been published in [8, 9], 
exploring other modifications of MP-OLSRv2. This paper 
extends the conventional MP-OLSRv2 and presents an 
Energy and Mobility-Aware Multi-Point Relay (EMA-MPR) 
selection mechanism for route stability and load balancing in
MANETs. The EMA-MPR mechanism modifies the
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